Modern developments of atomic theory have required alterations in some of the most fundamental physical ideas. This has resulted in its being usually easier to discover the equations that describe some particular phenomenon than just how the equations are to be interpreted. The quantum mechanics of Heisenberg and Schrodinger was first worked out for a number of simple examples, from which a general mathematical scheme was constructed, and afterwards people were led to the general physical principles governing the interpretation, such as the superposition of states and the indeterminacy principle. In this way a satisfactory nonrelativistic quantum mechanics was established.
P. A. M. Dirac N on-relativistic theory
Heisenberg, with his discovery of quantum mechanics, introduced a new outlook on the nature of physical theory. Previously, it was always con sidered essential that there should be a detailed description of what is taking place in natural phenomena, and one used this description to calculate results comparable with experiment. Heisenberg put forward the view th at it is sufficient to have a mathematical scheme from which one can calculate in a consistent manner the results of all experiments-a detailed description in the traditional sense is unnecessary and may very well be impossible to establish.
Heisenberg's method, focuses attention on to the quantities which enter into experimental results. I t was first applied to the theory of spectra, for which these quantities are the energy levels of the atomic system and certain probability coefficients which determine the probability of a radia tive transition taking place from one level to another. The method sets up equations connecting these quantities and allows one to calculate them, but does not go beyond this. It does not provide any description of radiative transition processes. I t does not even allow one to deduce how the results of a calculation are to be used, but requires one to assume Einstein's laws of radiation (the laws which tell how the probability of a radiative transition process depends on the intensity of the incident radiation), and to assume that certain quantities determined by the calculation are the coefficients appearing in the laws.
Shortly after Heisenberg's discovery, Schrodinger set up independently another form of quantum mechanics, which also enables one to calculate energy levels and probability coefficients and gives results agreeing with those of Heisenberg, but which introduces an important new feature.
It connects t o g e t h e r , in one c a l c u l a t i o n
, a set of pr together under certain conditions in Nature', for example, the set of prob ability coefficients referring to transitions from one particular initial state to any final state. In this respect it is to be contrasted with Heisenberg's method, which connects together in one calculation all the probability coefficients for a dynamical system, i.e. the probability coefficients from al! initial states to all final states.
This feature of Schrodinger's method gives it two important advantages. First, as a consequence of its enabling one to obtain fewer results at a time, it makes the computation much simpler. Secondly, it supplies, in a certain sense, a description of what is taking place in Nature, since a calculation leading to results which come into play together under certain conditions in Nature will be in close correspondence with the physical process th at is taking place under those conditions, various points in the calculation having their counterparts in the physical process. A description in this limited sense seems to be the most th at is possible for atomic processes. It implies a much less complete connexion between the mathematics and the physics than one has in classical mechanics, and one might be disinclined to call it a descrip tion a t all, but one may a t least consider it as an appropriate generalization of what one usually means by a description. On account of Schrodinger s method allowing a description in this new sense while Heisenberg s allows none, Schrodinger's method introduces an outlook on the nature of physical theory intermediate between Heisenberg's and the old classical one. When Heisenberg's & Schrodinger's theories were developed it was soon found th at they both rested on the same mathematical formalism and differed only with regard to the method of physical interpretation. The formalism is a generalization of the Hamiltonian form of classical dynamics, involving linear operators instead of ordinary algebraic variables, and is so natural and beautiful as to make one feel sure of its correctness as the foundation of the theory. The question of its interpretation, however, which involved unifying Heisenberg's & Schrodinger's ideas into a satisfactory comprehensive scheme, was not so easily settled, and is probably still not finally settled.
The situation of a formalism becoming established before one is clear about its interpretation should not be considered as surprising, but as a natural consequence of the drastic alterations which the development of physics has required in some of the basic physical concepts. This makes it an easier m atter to discover the mathematical formalism needed for a fundamental physical theory than its interpretation, since the number of things one has to choose between in discovering the formalism is very limited, the number of fundamental ideas in pure mathematics being not very great, while with the interpretation most unexpected things may turn up.
The best way of seeking the interpretation in such cases is probably from a discussion of simple examples. This way was used for the theory of quan tum mechanics and led eventually to a satisfactory interpretation applicable to all phenomena for which relativistic effects are negligible. This inter pretation is more closely connected with Schrodinger's method than Heisenberg's, as one would expect on account of the former affording in some sense a description of Nature, and is centred round a wave function, which is one of the things th at can be operated on by the linear operators which the dynamical variables have become. The corre
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spondence which the existence of a description implies between the m athe matics and the physics makes a wave function correspond to a state of motion of the atomic system, in such a way that, for example, a calculation which gives the transition probabilities from a particular initial state to any final state would be based on th at wave function which represents the motion ensuing from this initial state. A wave function is a complex function ^r{qxq2 ••• Qnt)°f ah the co-ordinates qx,q2, ...,q n of the system and of the time t, and it receives the interpretation th a t the square of its modulus, I ^(<7i ••• |2, is the probability, for the state of motion it corresponds to, of the co-ordinates having values in the neighbourhood of qx, q2, ...,q n, per unit volume of co-ordinate space, a t the time t.
A wave function can be transformed so as to refer to other dynamical variables, for example, the momenta
•-•>Prv when it is said to be in another representation. The square of its modulus | ty{px ...p nt) |2 is then the probability, per unit volume of momentum space, of the momenta having values in the neighbourhood of p x,p 2, ■•■,pn a t the time t. A wave function itself never has an interpretation, but only the square of its modulus, and the need for distinguishing between two wave functions having the same squares of their moduli arises only because, if they are transformed to a different representation, the squares of their moduli will in general become different. This brings out the incompleteness of the kind of description which is possible with quantum mechanics.
One may make a slight modification in the wave functions in any repre sentation by introducing a weight factor A and arranging for the probability to be A| x]r|2 instead of | x ] r| 2. The weight factor may be any positive f of the variables occurring in the wave function.
Wave functions have to satisfy a certain equation, namely, the
where Hi s a Hermitian (or self-adjoint) linear operator, and is the Hamil tonian of the system expressed in the representation concerned. The wave equation (1) 
will give a first approximation to a solution of the former. An important property of the wave equation (1) is th a t it yields the conservation law the total probability of the variables occurring in the wave function having any value is constant. The wave function should be normalized so as to make this probability initially unity and then it always remains unity. This conservation law is a mathematical consequence of the wave equation being linear in the operator d/dt and of H being a selfadjoint operator.
The wave equation is linear and homogeneous in the wave function ijr, and so are the transformation equations. In consequence, one can add together two xjr' s and get a third. The correspondence between i/r's and sta of motion now allows one to infer th a t there is a relationship between the states of motion, such th a t one can add or superpose two states to get a third. This relationship constitutes the Principle of Superposition of States, one of the general principles governing the interpretation of quantum mechanics th a t we are here considering.
Another of these principles is Heisenberg's Principle of Indeterminacy. This is a consequence of the transformation laws connecting i/r(q) and fr(p), which show th a t each of these functions is the Fourier transform of the other, apart from numerical coefficients, so th a t one meets the same limita tions in giving values to a qa nd p as in giving values to the po frequency of a train of waves.
These general principles serve to bring out the departures needed from ordinary classical ideas. They are of so drastic and unexpected a nature th a t it is not to be wondered at th at they were discovered only indirectly, as consequences of a previously established mathematical scheme, instead of being built up directly from experimental facts.
Difficulties of the relativistic theory
The theory outlined above is not in agreement with the restricted prin ciple of relativity, as is at once evident from the special role played by the time t. Thus, while it works very well in the non-relativistic region of low velocities, where it appears to be in complete agreement with experiment, it can be considered only as an approximation, and one must face the task of extending it to make it conform to restricted relativity. (General rela tivity need not be considered, since gravitational effects are negligible in atomic theory.) One should be prepared for possible further alterations being needed in basic physical concepts, and hence one should follow the route of first setting up the mathematical formalism and then seeking its physical interpretation.
Setting up the mathematical formalism is a fairly straightforward matter. One must first put classical mechanics into relativistic Hamiltonian form. One must take into account that the various particles comprising the dynamical system interact through the medium of the electromagnetic 6 P. A. M. Dirac field, and one must use Lorentz's equations of motion for them, including the damping terms which express the reaction of radiation. This is done in Appendix I, where, with the help of an action principle, the equations of motion are obtained in the Hamiltonian form (1-40) with the Hamiltonians Fi} one for each particle, given by (1-39). This Hamiltonian formulation may now be made into a quantum theory by following rules which have become standardized from the non-relativistic quantum mechanics. The resulting formalism appears to be quite satisfactory mathematically, but when one proceeds to consider its physical interpretation one meets with serious difficulties.
Take an elementary example, th at of a free particle without spin, moving in the absence of any field. The classical Hamiltonian for this system is the left-hand side of the equation
where p 0 is the energy and p x, p 2, p z the momentum velocity of light being taken as unity. Passing over to quantum theory by the standard rules, one gets from this Hamiltonian the wave equation
,
The wave function here is a scalar, involving the co-ordinates x x, x2, xz and the time x0 on the same footing, and so it is suitable for a relativistic theory.
If one now tries to use the old interpretation th at | |2 is the probability per unit volume of the particle being in the neighbourhood of the point xx, x2, x3 at the time x0, one immediately gets into conflict with relativity, since this probability ought to transform under Lorentz transformations like the time component of a 4-vector, while | |2 is a scalar. Also the con servation law for total probability would no longer hold, the usual proof of it failing on account of the wave equation (4) not being linear in d/dx0. An important step forward was taken by Gordon (1926) and Klein (1927) , who proposed that instead of | x ] x| 2 one should use the expres
This expression is the time component of a 4-vector. Further, it is easily verified that the divergence of this 4-vector vanishes, which gives the con servation law in relativistic form. Thus (5) is evidently the correct m athe matical form to use.
This form leads to trouble on the physical side, however, since, although it is real, it is not positive definite like | ^ |2. Its employment would result in one having a t times a negative probability for the particle being in a certain place. This is not the only difficulty. Let us consider the energy and momentum of the particle, and take for simplicity a state for which these variables have definite values. The corresponding wave function will be of the form of plane waves, ^ )/fc
In order th at the wave equation (4) The negative energies occur also in the classical theory, but do not then cause trouble, since a particle started off in a positive-energy state can never make a transition to a negative-energy one. In the quantum theory, how ever, such transitions are possible and do in general take place under the action of perturbing forces.
The wave function may be transformed to the momentum and energy variables. The Gordon-Klein expression (5) then goes over into
as the probability of the momentum having a value within the small domain dP\dP%dPz about the value p x, p 2, p 3, with the energy havi which must be connected with p x, p 2, p s by (3). The weight factor p^1 appears in (6) and makes it Lorentz invariant, since tjf{p) is a scalar-it is defined in terms of \ [r(x) to make it so-and the differential element PoldPidP2 dPz is Lorentz invariant. This weight factor may be positive or negative, and makes the probability positive or negative accordingly. Thus the two undesirable things, negative energy and negative probability, always occur together.
Let us pass on to another simple example, th at of a free particle with spin half a quantum. The wave equation is of the same form (4) as before, but the wave function ijr is no longer a scalar. I t must have two components, or four if there is a field present, and the way they transform under Lorentz transformations is given by the general connexion between the theory of angular momentum in quantum mechanics and group theory. The expres sion £ | t/r(x) |2, summed for the components of ijf, turns out to be the time component of a 4-vector, and further the divergence of this 4-vector vanishes. Thus it is satisfactory to use this expression as the probability per unit 8 P. A. M. Dirac volume of the particle being a t any place at any time. One does not now have any negative probabilities in the theory. However, the negative energies remain, as in the case of no spin.
We may go on and consider particles of higher spin. The general result is th at there are always states of negative energy as well as those of positive energy. For particles whose spin is an integral number of quanta, the negative-energy states occur with a negative probability and the positiveenergy ones with a positive probability, while for particles whose spin is a half-odd integral number of quanta, all states occur with a positive probability.
Negative energies and probabilities should not be considered as nonsense. They are well-defined concepts mathematically, like a negative sum of money, since the equations which express the im portant properties of energies and probabilities can still be used when they are negative. Thus negative energies and probabilities should be considered simply as things which do not appear in experimental results. The physical interpretation of relativistic quantum mechanics th at one gets by a natural development of the non-relativistic theory involves these things and is thus in contradiction with experiment. We therefore have to consider ways of modifying or supplementing this interpretation.
Particles op half-odd integral spin
Let us first consider particles with a half-odd integral spin, for which there is only the negative-energy difficulty to be removed. The chief particle of this kind for which a relativistic theory is needed is the electron, with spin half a quantum. Now electrons, and also, it is believed, all particles with a half-odd integral spin, satisfy the exclusion principle of Pauli, according to which not more than one of them can be in any quantum state. (This principle is obtained in quantum mechanics from the require ment th at wave functions shall be antisymmetric in all the particles.) W ith this principle there are only two alternatives for a state, either it is un occupied or it is occupied by one particle, and a symmetry appears with respect to these two alternatives.
Some time ago I proposed a way of dealing with the negative-energy difficulty for electrons, based on a theory in which nearly all their negativeenergy states are occupied. An unoccupied negative-energy state now appears as a ' hole ' in the distribution of occupied negative-energy states and thus has a deficiency of negative energy, i.e. a positive energy. From the wave equation one finds th at a hole moves in the way one would expect a positively charged electron to move. I t becomes reasonable to identify the holes with the recently discovered positrons, and thus to get an inter pretation of the theory involving positrons together with electrons. An electron jumping from a positive-to a negative-energy state in the theory is now interpreted as an annihilation of an electron and a positron, and one jumping from a negative-to a positive-energy state as a creation of an electron and a positron.
The theory involves an infinite density of electrons everywhere. I t becomes necessary to assume th a t the distribution of electrons for which all positive-energy states are unoccupied and all negative-energy states occupied-what one may call the vacuum distribution, as it corresponds to the absence of all electrons and positrons in the interpretation-is com pletely unobservable. Only departures from this distribution are observable and contribute to the electric density and current which give rise to electro magnetic field in accordance with Maxwell's equations.
The above theory does provide a way out from the negative-energy difficulty, but it is not altogether satisfactory. The infinite number of electrons th a t it involves requires one to deal with wave functions of very great complexity and leads to such complicated mathematics th a t one cannot solve even the simplest problems accurately, but must resort to crude and unreliable approximations. Such a theory is a most inconvenient one to have to work with, and on general philosophical grounds one feels th at it must be wrong.
Let us see whether one can modify the theory so as to make it possible to work out simple examples accurately, while retaining the basic idea of identifying unoccupied negative-energy states with positrons. The simple calculations th at one can make involve simple wave functions, referring to only one or two electrons, and thus referring to nearly all the negative-energy states being unoccupied. The calculations therefore apply to a world almost saturated with positrons, i.e. having nearly every quantum state for a positron occupied. Such a world, of course, differs very much from the actual world. One can now calculate the probability of any kind of collision process occurring in this hypothetical world (in so far as electrons and positrons are concerned). One can deduce the probability coefficient for the process, i.e. the probability per unit number of incident particles or per unit intensity of the beam of incident particles, for each of the various kinds of incident particle taking part in the process. For this purpose one must use the laws of statistical mechanics, which tell how the probability of a collision process depends on the number of incident particles, paying due attention to the modified form of these laws arising from the exclusion principle of Pauli.
Let us now assume th at probability coefficients so calculated for the hypo thetical world are the same as those of the actual world. This single assumption provides a general physical interpretation for the formalism, enabling one to calculate collision probabilities in the actual world. I t does not provide a complete physical theory, since it enables one to calculate only those experimental results that are reducible to collision probabilities, and some branches of physics, e.g. the structure of solids, do not seem to be so reducible. However, collision probabilities are the things for which a relativistic theory is a t present most needed, and one may hope in the future to find ways of extending the scope of the theory to make it include the whole of physics.
Comparing the new theory with the old, one may say th a t the new assump tion, identifying collision probability coefficients in the actual world with those in a certain hypothetical world, replaces the old assumption about the non-observability of the vacuum distribution of negative-energy electrons. The approximations needed for working out simple examples in the old theory are equivalent in their mathematical effect to making the new assumption; e.g. these approximations include the neglect of the Coulomb interaction between electron and positron in the calculation of the prob ability of pair creation and annihilation, and this interaction cannot appear in the new theory, since the calculation there is concerned with a one-electron system. Thus the new theory may be considered as a precise formulation of the old theory together with some general approximations needed for applying it.
The new theory for dealing with the negative-energy states of the electron may be applied to any kind of elementary particle with spin half a quantum, and probably also to particles with other half-odd integral spin values, provided, of course, they satisfy Pauli's exclusion principle. I t may thus be applied to protons and neutrons. I t requires for each particle the possi bility of existence of an antiparticle of the opposite charge, if the original particle is charged. If the original particle is uncharged, one can arrange for the antiparticle to be identical with the original.
Particles of integral spin
Most of the elementary particles of physics have half-odd integral spin, but there is the important exception of the fight-quantum or photon, with spin one quantum, and there is the new cosmic-ray particle, the meson, also probably with spin one quantum, and other such particles may be dis covered in the future. All these kinds of particle, it is believed, satisfy the Bose statistics, a statistics which allows any number of particles to be in the same quantum state with the same a priori probability. (This statistics is obtained in quantum mechanics from the requirement th a t wave func tions shall be symmetric in all the particles.) For these kinds of particles the previous method of dealing with the negative-energy states is therefore no longer applicable, and there is the further difficulty of the negative probabilities.
When dealing with particles satisfying the Bose statistics, it is useful to consider the operators corresponding to the absorption of a particle from a given state or the emission into a given state. These operators can be treated as dynamical variables, although they do not have any analogues in classical mechanics. If one works out their equations of motion and transformation equations, one finds a remarkable correspondence. The absorption operators from a set of independent states have the same equations of motion and transformation equations as the wave function ijr representing a single particle, and similarly for the emission operators and the conjugate complex wave function rjr. Thus one can pass from a one-particle theory to a manyparticle theory by making the i/r and describing the one particle into absorption and emission operators, which must satisfy the appropriate commutation relations. Such a passage is called second quantization.
One can get over the difficulties of negative energies and negative prob abilities for Bose particles by abandoning the attem pt to get a satisfactory theory of a single particle and passing on to consider the problem of many particles, using a method given by Pauli & Weisskopf (1934) for electrons having no spin and satisfying the Bose statistics. (Such electrons are not known experimentally, but there is no known theoretical reason why they should not exist.) The method of Pauli & Wiesskopf is to work entirely with positive-energy states. The operators of absorption from and emission into negative-energy states, arising in the application of second quantization to the one-electron theory, are replaced by the operators of emission into and absorption from positive-energy states of electrons with the opposite charge, respectively. This replacement does not disturb the laws of con servation of charge, energy and momentum. The resulting theory involves spinless electrons of both kinds of charge together, and leads to pair creation and annihilation, as with ordinary electrons and positrons.
The method of Pauli & Wiesskopf may be applied in a degenerate form to photons and leads to the quantum electrodynamics of Heisenberg & Pauli (1929 a and 6) . To take into account that photons have no charge, one must start with a one-particle theory in which the wave functions are real, so th at \Jr = ijr. The part of r[/ referring to positive-energy states is then made into the absorption operators from positive-energy states, and the part referring to negative-energy states into the emission operators into positiveenergy states. The resulting scheme of operators, involving only positiveenergy photon states, may then be put into correspondence with classical electrodynamics, according to the usual laws governing the correspondence between quantum and classical theory.
It would seem th at in this way the difficulties of negative energies and probabilities for Bose particles can be overcome, but a new difficulty appears. When one tries to solve the wave equation (or the wave equations if there are several particles with their respective Hamiltonians) one gets divergent integrals in the solution, of the form, in the case of photons,
v being the frequency of a photon. The values 1, 0 and -1 for n are the chief ones occurring in simple examples. Thus the wave equation really has no solutions and the method fails. I have made a detailed study of the divergent integrals occurring in quantum electrodynamics and have shown (Dirac 19396 ) th a t all those with even values of n can be eliminated by introducing into the equations a certain limiting process, which one can justify by showing th at a corre sponding limiting process is needed in classical electrodynamics to get the equations of motion into Hamiltonian form. (It appears accordingly in the action principle of Appendix I.) The divergent integrals with odd values of n remain, however, and indicate something more fundamentally wrong with the theory.
Divergent integrals are a general feature of quantum field theories, and it has usually been supposed th at they should be avoided by altering the forces or the laws of interaction between the elementary particles at small distances, so as to get the integrals cut off for 3ome high value of v. However, one can easily see th at this is wrong, in the case of electrodynamics at any rate, by referring to the corresponding classical theory. The wave function should have its analogue in the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, in accordance with equation (2), but already when one tries to solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of classical electrodynamics corresponding to the wave equation of Heisenberg & Pauli's quantum electrodynamics, one meets with divergent integrals. Now the classical equations of motion con cerned, namely, Lorentz's equations including radiation damping, have definite solutions when treated by straightforward methods and if, on trying to get these solutions by a Hamilton-Jacobi method, one meets with divergent integrals, it means simply th at the Hamilton-Jacobi method is an unsuitable one, and not th at one should try to alter the physical laws of interaction to get the integrals to converge. The correspondence between the quantum and classical theories is so close th a t one can infer th a t the corresponding divergent integrals in the quantum theory must also be due to an unsuitable mathematical method.
The appearance of divergent integrals with odd w-values in Heisenberg & Pauli's form of quantum electrodynamics may be ascribed to the unsymmetrical treatm ent of positive-and negative-energy photon states. If instead of using Pauli & Weisskopf's method one keeps to plain second quantization, one can build up a form of quantum electrodynamics sym metrical between positive-and negative-energy photon states, as is done in Appendix II. The new theory leads to similar equations as the old one, but with integrals of the type instead of (7), and since/(v) is always a rational algebraic function, and it is reasonable on physical grounds to approach the upper and lower limits of integration in (8) at the same rate, the divergencies with odd w-values all cancel out.
The work of Appendices I and II shows th a t the new form of quantum electrodynamics also corresponds to classical electrodynamics in accordance with the usual laws, with the exception th a t operators corresponding to real dynamical variables in the classical theory are no longer always self-adjoint. This exception is not important, as it rather stands apart from the general mathematical connexion between quantum and classical theory. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation corresponding to the wave equation of the new quantum electrodynamics differs from th at of the old one only through being expressed in terms of a different set of co-ordinates, but the new Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be solved without divergent integrals and is connected with a satisfactory action principle, namely, th at of Appendix I. Tnus the correspondence with classical theory of the new form of quantum electrodynamics is more far-reaching than th a t of the old form, which provides a strong reason for preferring the new form. I t now becomes necessary to find some new physical interpretation to avoid the difficulties of negative energies and probabilities.
Let us consider in more detail the relation between the two forms of quantum electrodynamics. In either form the electromagnetic potentials A at two points x ' and x" must satisfy the commutation relations
obtained from analogy with the classical theory, A being the four-dimen sional Lorentz-invariant function introduced by Jordan & Pauli (1928) , which has a singularity on the light-cone and vanishes everywhere else.
In the quantum electrodynamics of Heisenberg and Pauli the A 's are operators referring to the absorption and emission of photons into positiveenergy states. Let us call such operators A1. One could introduce a similar set of operators referring to the absorption and emission of photons into negative-energy states. Let us call these operators A2. They satisfy the same commutation relations (9) and commute with the Ax's. One can now introduce a third set of operators A3 = 2~i(A1 + A2), which operate on wave functions referring to photons in both positive-and negative-energy states, and which satisfy the same commutation rela tions (9). The use of this third set gives the new form of quantum electro dynamics arising from plain second quantization. The three sets of A 's may be expressed in terms of their Fourier com ponents thus:
Ax(x) = jT j{R k ei<k> x> + Rk e~i(k' *>} 1 dkx dk2
Rk being the emission operator and Rk the absorption operator,
where k0 --*J(k\ + k% + k\),
Since the three sets of A 's all satisfy the same commutation relations, they must correspond merely to three different representations of the same dynamical variables, and the passage from one to another must be a trans formation of the linear type usual in quantum mechanics. Thus, after obtaining the divergency-free solution of the wave equation in the repre sentation corresponding to A3, one could apply a transformation to get the solution in the A1 representation. However, the transformation would then introduce the same divergent integrals as appear with the direct solution of the wave equation in the A1 representation, so one would not get any further this way.
In working with the A3 representation one has redundant dynamical variables. It is as though, in dealing with a system of one degree of freedom with the variables q, p, one decided to treat it as a freedom by putting q = 2~i(q1 + q2), p = 2~* + p 2).
This would be quite a correct procedure, but would introduce an unnecessary complication. In the case of quantum electrodynamics, the complication is a necessary one, to avoid the divergent integrals. Let us put
Then the ^'s commute with the A3's, and thus with all the dynamical variables appearing in the Hamiltonian, so they are the redundant variables.
To determine the significance of redundant variables in quantum mechanics one may consider a general case and work in a representation which separates the redundant variables from the non-redundant ones. One then sees immediately th at a solution of the wave equation corresponds in general, not to a single state, but to a set of states with a certain probability for each-what in the classical theory is called a Gibbs ensemble. The probabilities of the various states depend on the weights attached to the various eigenvalues of the redundant variables in the wave function, these weights being arbitrary, depending on the weight factor in the representa tion used. If one works in a representation which does not separate the redundant and non-redundant variables, as is the case in quantum electro dynamics with the representation corresponding to the use of A3, the general result th at wave functions represent Gibbs ensembles and not single states must still be valid. Thus one can conclude th at there are no solutions of the wave equation of quantum electrodynamics representing single states, but only solutions representing Gibbs ensembles. The problem remains of inter preting the negative energies and probabilities occurring with these Gibbs ensembles.
For any x, &(x) commutes with the Hamiltonian and is a constant o the motion. We may give it any value we like, subject to not contradicting the commutation relations. Instead of it is more convenient to work with the potential field, B(x) say, obtained from 3#(x) by changing the sign of all the Fourier components containing eikoxo with negative values of From (13), (10) and (11),
the 2 meaning a summation over both values of k0, as in equation (12).
Let us now take B equal to the initial value of A3, a proceeding which does not contradict the commutation relations since its consequences are selfconsistent. Then for the initial wave function \Jr,
or, from (12) and (14),
with k0 either positive or negative. Thus any absorption operator applied to the initial wave function gives the result zero, which means th a t the corresponding state is one with no photons present.
The following natural interpretation for the wave function a t some later time now appears. That part of it corresponding to no photons present may be supposed to give (through the square of its modulus) the probability of no change having taken place in the field of photons; th a t part corresponding to one positive-energy photon present may be supposed to give the prob ability of a photon having been emitted; th a t corresponding to one negative-energy photon present may be supposed to give the probability of a photon having been absorbed; and so on for the parts corresponding to two or more photons present. The various parts of the wave function which referred to the existence of positive-and negative-energy photons in the old interpretation now refer to the emissions and absorptions of photons. This disposes of the negative-energy difficulty in a satisfactory way, conforming to the laws of conservation of energy and momentum. I t is possible only because of the redundant variables enabling one to arrange th a t the initial wave function shall correspond in its entirety to no emissions or absorptions having taken place.
The interpretation is not yet complete, because the theory a t present would give a negative probability for a process involving the absorption of a photon, or the absorption of any odd number of photons. To find the origin of these negative probabilities, one must study the probability distribution of the photons initially present in the Gibbs ensemble, which one can do by transforming to the representation corresponding to the A 1 potentials. It is true th at one cannot apply this transformation to a solution of the wave equation without getting divergent integrals, as has already been men tioned, but one can apply it to the initial wave function, which is of a specially simple form in the photon variables. This is done in Appendix III, and it is found th at the probability of there being n photons initially in any photon state is Pn = + 2, according to whether n is even or odd. Strictly, to make 2£»0Pn converge to the limit unity, one must consider Pn as a limit, Pn = 2(e-l) n, with e a snfall positive quantity tending to zero. Probabilities 2 and -2 are, of course, not physically understandable, but one can use them mathematically in accordance with the rules for working wdth a Gibbs ensemble. One can suppose a hypothetical m athe matical world with the initial probability distribution (16) for the photons, and one can work out the probabilities of radiative transition processes occurring in this world. One can deduce the corresponding probability coefficients, i.e. the probabilities per unit intensity of each beam of incident radiation concerned, by using Einstein's laws of radiation. For example, for a process involving the absorption of a photon, if the probability coefficient is B, the probability of the process is^0 nPnB = -^B , (17) and for a process involving the emission of a photon, if the probability coefficient is A , the probability of the process iŝ
Now the probability of an absorption process, as calculated from the theory, is negative, and th at for an emission process is positive, so that, equating these calculated probabilities to (17) and (18) respectively, one obtains positive values for both B and A . Generally, it is easily verified th a t any radiative transition probability coefficient obtained by this method is positive. I t now becomes reasonable to assume th at these 'probability coefficients obtained for a hypothetical world are the same as those of the actual world. One gets in this way a general physical interpretation for the quantum theory of photons. When applied to elementary examples, it gives the same results as Heisenberg & Pauli's quantum electrodynamics with neglect of the divergent integrals, since the extra factor 2 _i occurring in the matrix elements of the present theory owing to the 2-i in the right-hand side of (12) compensates the factor J in the right-hand side of (17) or (18). The present general method of physical interpretation is probably applicable to any kind of particle with an integral spin.
Conclusion
I t appears that, whether one is dealing with particles of integral spin or of half-odd integral spin, one is led to a similar conclusion, namely, th a t the mathematical methods at present in use in quantum mechanics are capable of direct interpretation only in terms of a hypothetical world differing very markedly from the actual one. These mathematical methods can be made 
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into a physical theory by the assumption th at results about collision processes are the same for the hypothetical world as the actual one. One thus gets back to Heisenberg's view about physical theory-th at all it does is to provide a consistent means of calculating experimental results. The limited kind of description of Nature which Schrodinger's method provides in the nonrelativistic case is possible relativistically only for the hypothetical world, and even then is rather more indefinite (e.g. the principle of superposition of states no longer applies), because of the need to use a Gibbs ensemble for describing the photon distribution.
To have a description of Nature is philosophically satisfying, though not logically necessary, and it is somewhat strange th at the attem pt to get such a description should meet with a partial success, namely, in the nonrelativistic domain, but yet should fail completely in the later development. It seems to suggest that the present mathematical methods are not final. Any improvement in them would have to be of a very drastic character, because the source of all the trouble, the symmetry between positive and negative energies arising from the association of energies with the Fourier components of functions of the time, is a fundamental feature of them.
Appendix I. The action principle of classical electrodynamics
There are various forms which the action principle of classical electro dynamics may take, but most of them involve awkward conditions con cerning the singularities of the field where the charged particles are situated and are not suitable for a subsequent passage to quantum mechanics. Fokker (1929) set up a form of action principle which does not refer to the singularities of the field and which appears to be the best starting point for getting a quantum theory. Fokker's action integral may conveniently be written with the help of the 8 function and is then
S = S 1 + S 2,
and
S 2 = ?:i ?:j+iei e A j8 (z i -z3 -)2 (v,., v?-) (1-2)
The scalar product notation (a,b) = = a060 -is here used, and mi and et are the mass and charge of the i 4-vector z { gives the four co-ordinates of the point on the world-line of the tth particle whose proper-time is si9 and vt-is the veloc ith particle v , _ dzJdSi (1-3) satisfying vf = 1.
(1-4)
The integrals are taken along the world-lines of the particles, and the occurrence of the 8 function 8(zi -Zj)2 in for zi and z?-contributing to the double integral are those for which (zi -z?)2 = 0, which means that each of the points zt, z;-is on the past or future light-cone from the other.
The action integral as it stands is not a general one covering all possible states of motion. To make it general one must, as has been pointed out by the author (1938), add to it a term of the form
(1-5)
The 4-vector potential M (x) may be left for the present an arbitrary function of the field point x.
For the purpose of deducing the equations of motion one may take the limits of integration in the various integrals to be -00 and 00, as was done by Fokker, but in order to introduce momenta and get the equations into Hamiltonian form one must take finite limits. Let us therefore suppose each si goes from s® to s^, and let the corresponding zi and vt-be z®, z\ and v®, v'. I t is desirable to restrict the initial values s\ so th at the points z® all lie outside each other's light-cones, and similarly with the final values Q * nPlqiiQ (z® -z®)2<0, (z;-z;.)2< 0 (1*6) Before making variations in S, one should replace S x by $1 = mij v (1*7) so as to make S homogeneous of degree zero in the differential elements ds{, vt-counting as being of degree -1. The expression for S is then valid with siany parameter on the world-line of the ith particle, so that v^ defined by (1*3) does not necessarily satisfy (1*4). Let us make variations 3zi(6'i) in the world-lines of the particles, 0M(x) in the field function M(x), and Ds't in the final values of the s{, so th at the end-points of the world-lines are changed by D z ;~0 z (i*8)
dz'f being written for dz^s'J. The initial values of the st and the initial points of the world-lines we shall suppose for simplicity to be fixed, since variations in them would, give rise to terms of the same form as those arising from variations in the final values and would not lead to anything new. Varying ££ given by (1-7) and using (1-4) after the variation process, one gets
with the help of (1*8). To get the variation in given by (1*2) one may, owing to the symmetry between i and j in the double sum, vary only quantities involving i and multiply by 2. The result is
* , } . (MO)
In varying $ 3 given by (1*5), one has to take into account th a t the total variation in M at a point zi(si) on the ith world-line, let us call it DM(zi), consists of two parts, a part 0M(zt) arising from the variation in the function M(x) and equal to the value of 0M(x) a t the point x = z {, and a p art arising from the variation in zi5 equal to dM/dxv a t the point x = zi multiplied into dzvi; thus
DM(z*) = SM(zi) + (Ml)
The variation in S 3 is now 
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The total variation in 8 is given by the sum of the three expressions (1*9), (MO) and (M 2). By equating to zero the total coefficient of dz^, one gets the equation of motion of the ith particle. I t is I t is the correct Lorentz equation of motion of the ith particle, provided A \ is connected with the ingoing and outgoing fields and the retarded and advanced fields of the other particles by the relation, given by the author (1938, equation (42) According to (1*13) this requires
Mv(x) = M^to(x)+ -4out(x )] + + f > ( x -z,)2v^dsj. (1*16) co Sj
There is no need for equations (1*15), (1-16) to hold throughout spacetime. I t is sufficient to have them holding in the region which lies inside the future light-cone from z? and inside the past light-cone from z'iy since it is only the value of A£(x) in this region th a t comes into play in the equation of motion (1*14) of the ith particle. In this region (M 6) may be replaced by
Jf"(x) = |[A^(x)+Ajttt(x)] + Si ci Q a^ + J"1 (M7)
with the sum taken over all values of j .By assuming (1*1 out space-time one gets an expression for independent of i, so th at the equations of motion of all the particles follow from the same action integral. This is an important feature of Fokker's action principle. the + or -sign being taken according to whether y0 is positive or negative, respectively. (The A function used here and in equation (9) has the opposite sign to th at of Jordan & Pauli.) The right-hand sides of (1-17) and (1*18) differ only inside the past light-cones from the points z® and inside the future light-cones from the points z'-, and the field in these places does not enter into the equation of motion of any of the particles, on account of (1*6).
(1*18) will be adopted here in preference to (1*17), since the former makes
on account of the general relation
given by Jordan & Pauli (1928, equation (14)). A difficulty appears in the work at this stage. In varying the action integral it was implicitly assumed, by the use of (1*11), th at M v{x) is a continuous field function in the neighbourhood of the world-lines of the particles, but the expression subsequently obtained for it, (1*18), has dis continuities. One can easily see th at those discontinuities on the world-line of any particle due to the terms in the sum in (1*18) referring to the other particles are not serious and do not invalidate the equations of motion (they produce the same sort of effects as a pulse in the incident radiation would). But those a t the end-points of the world-line of any particle due to the term in the sum in (1*18) referring to th at particle are serious, as they prevent the passage to the Hamiltonian formulation.
To get over the difficulty one must introduce a certain limiting process. Let X be a small 4-vector whose direction is within the future light-cone, SO that rw 1 rv ,, X2>0, A0>0,
(1 The singularities in M v(x) are now displaced a little from the end-points of the world-lines and no longer come into play, even if the initial points z® are also varied, provided the variations in the world-lines are smaller than X. The equations of motion resulting from the variation principle are no longer exact, but are correct only in the limit X->0. The limiting process here introduced appears to be unavoidable for setting up a satisfactory action theory and plays an important role in the later development, leading to the elimination of those divergent integrals (7) in quantum electrodynamics for which n is even. One can now pass to the Hamiltonian formulation of the equations of motion. For each point in space-time x, may be counted as a co ordinate, depending on the proper-times (it also depends on the propertimes s®, but this does not here concern us), and will have a conjugate mo mentum, K J x ) say. These momenta, together with the particle momenta p%, are defined, as in the general theory of Weiss (1936) , by the coefficients of dMf (x) and D z'£ in the expression for dS, so th at
Comparing (1*26) with the sum of (1-9), (1-10) and (M 2), with 8* written for 8, one obtains showing th a t they can be resolved into waves travelling with the velocity of light, and from (1*33) J>yx),A"(x')] = |gr/tv{ A (x -x ' + X) + A (x -x '-X )} .
(1-38)
From (1*4) and (1*35)
There is one of these equations for each particle. The expressions Fi may be used as Hamiltonians to determine how any dynamical variable £ varies with the proper-times s\, in accordance with the equations
(1*40)
Here £ is any function of the co-ordinates and momenta of the particles and of the fields M, K, N, A, and the A c's are multiplying factors not depending on £. Taking £ = zY, one finds th a t from (1*36) and (1*33). This equation of motion for the field quantities J f (X) does not follow from the variation principle, as it involves only co ordinates and velocities and not accelerations, and it has to be imposed as an extra condition in the variational method. W ith the method of develop ment given here, it comes in as a consequence of the choice (1*24) for ^(x). The above Hamiltonian formulation of the equations of classical electro dynamics may be taken over into the quantum theory in the usual way, by making the momenta into operators satisfying commutation relations corresponding to the Poisson Bracket relations (1*29), (1*30). Equation (1-38) in the limit X->0 goes over into the quantum equation (9). The Hamiltonians (1*39) provide the wave equations
( 1-43) in which the wave function \ ] ri s a function of the co-ordinates particles, subject to the inequalities (1*25), and of the field variables MAx). One can apply the theory to spinning electrons instead of spinless particles, by modifying the Hamiltonians Fi in the appropriate way.
The present form of quantum electrodynamics differs from th a t of Heisenberg & Pauli in two respects. First, it involves the X limiting process. This limiting process may be introduced into the theory of Heisen berg & Pauli, as shown by the author (19396) , and leads to the elimination of the divergent integrals with even n-values. Secondly, it is expressed in terms of a different representation, with the wave functions involving the M Jx) as co-ordinates. This change in the representation eliminates the divergent integrals with odd n-values. The new representation cannot be interpreted in terms of only positive-energy photons, as is the case with the representation of Heisenberg & Pauli, but it can be interpreted in terms of both positive-and negative-energy photons, as will be shown in Ap pendix II.
Appendix II. R elativistic second quantization
The author's original method of second quantization for an assembly of similar Bose particles, consisting in the direct introduction as dynamical variables of the numbers of particles in the various quantum states for a particle, is not very suitable for the purpose of relativistic generalization. Fock (1934, §1) gave an improved method, which presents the basic ideas in a more direct manner and which allows itself to be easily developed into a relativistic theory. The main features of Fock's method will first be men tioned here, to provide a starting point. The author's (1939 a) bracket notation will be used, as it seems to be the neatest and most concise one for this kind of work.
A state of an assembly of u particles satisfying the Pose statistics is represented by a symmetrical wave function where each value for a variable q represents a state for one particle. Let us suppose for definiteness that the values a q can take on are discrete. Then \(q' q"... ^M |)J2 is the probability of the first particle being in the state q', the second in the state q", and so on. Since, however, there is no means of distinguishing one particle from another, the only physically significant interpretation of the wave function is that, if na, nb, ... are the num various states qa,qb, ... when the distribution q',q",...,qu occurs, so th a t = u, then (u\/na\nb\ ...) ?"|) |2
is the total probability of there being these numbers of particles in the various states. If the number of particles in the assembly is indeterminate, a state of the assembly must be represented by a series of component wave functions <-|>. <?'l>, W q ' l>, < « W 't> , ....
(2-2) referring successively to 0,1,2, 3,... particles, those referring to two or more particles being symmetrical. Each component ... deter mines the probability of there being u particles distributed in any way over the various states, in accordance with (2-1).
; q"... g!,|>|2 is the total probability of there being u particles in the assembly, and this quantity summed for all u must equal unity.
Fock's method consists in introducing a set of variables ..., one for each value of q or for each independent state of a particle, and repre senting a state of the assembly by the function <£|) of the £'s
This function is a polynomial in the £'s, the terms of any degree u corre sponding to there being up articles in the assembly. The term iqaiqt ••• correspond to there being na particles in the state qa, nb in the state qb, and so on, and hence the operator ^0 / 3^ gives the number of particles na in any state qa. From (2*1) it is easily seen th a t the of there being na particle? in the state qa, nb in the state qb, and so on, is na\nb\ . . . | coefficient of in <£|}|2.
(2'4)
The transformation from the set of components (2*2) to the function (£|) is a linear transformation and is therefore expressible in terms of a transformation fuiiction (E\q'q"... qu) , thus <£|> -ZuXq '...qu(£\q'qn...q u) ( q , qn...q u\) .
(2*5)
Comparing (2*5) with (2*3), one finds
The operators E ,q, d/d£,q, when operating to the right, correspond to the emission of a particle into and the absorption of a particle from the state q, respectively. Let us see what these operators go over into when transformed to the q representation (2*2). Using (2-6) 
'--(2*7)
This shows th at the emission operator E ,q, operating on one' of the basic ) vectors of the q representation referring to a state of u particles, changes it into a basic ) vector referring to a state of 1) particles, with the coefficient (w+l)L Again < £ |0 |H ? '-9 m > = 0 |a<£l<z/" -? M > = .....
This shows the effect of the absorption operator djdL operating on one of the basic ) vectors of the q representation. One can now verify that E ,q and d/d£,q are adjoint operators w in the q representation. One must make use of {q'q"... qu\qu+1 qu+2... q2u) = w!-1 (2*9)
where 8 (q' q"...qu; qu+xqu+2... q2u ) equals unity if qu+1, are any permutation of q',q", ...,qw and zero otherwise. The coefficient u\~x on the right of (2-9) is needed to make (q'q"...qu\qu+1qu+2 ...q 2u) equivalent to the unit matrix when multiplied into symmetrical functions of u variables q by matrix multiplication. From (2-7)
= (w + l)i (w + l)!_1<%M+1gM+2...<72M+1; (2-10) and from (2-8)
8qgr (q'...qu\qu+1...q r-1 = (u+ I)" * ul-12^++i V .
•.
• qr~1 .,. -18(qq'... qu; qu+1... q2u+1) . (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) The expressions (2*10) and (2*11) are real and equal and the other kinds of matrix elements of and 0/0£3 all vanish, and hence £,q and d/d£q are adjoint. The above theory may be made relativistic in a straightforward way. For particles with no spin, one replaces each q by x, denoting the four co ordinates of the particle in space-time. Thus one gets, instead of (2*2), the series of component wave functions <•{>, <x'|>, <X'X"|>, <x'x"x"'|>, ..., (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) those beyond the second being symmetrical. Let us take for simplicity the case of particles of zero rest-mass. Then the various components (2*12) satisfy □xr< x 'x "...x M |> = 0, x r = x ',x ", ...,x M . (2-13)
= (w+ \)-* u \
One now has to incorporate the Gordon-Klein rule (5) for the probability. This requires one to take for the scalar product (a\b} of a wave function <x|6) and a conjugate complex wave function <a|x> referring to a single particle <a\b> = i k / J J [a^o <a* x>* <x'6> " <a'x> 0^o <x l6>] dx' dx2dx*' the integral being taken over any three-dimensional surface x0 = constant. This result may be written for brevity <a|6> = (4m)-1J<a|x>(rI-r)< x |6 )d a :, (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) where dx means dx1dx2dx3 and T and V mean d/dx0 operating on the ex sion to the left and to the right respectively.
As examples of (2*14), it follows th a t <a|x"> = (47ri)-1J*<a|x,> (T -r')<x'|x*>da;' and <x'|6> = (4*ri)-iJ<x'|x*> (T T -T ") <xn\b)dx".
These results, considered as equations for the unknown function <x'|x">, have the solution <x'|x"> = -i A ( x '-x ') , (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) as is easily seen by taking the integrals in them to be over the three-dimen sional surface x'0 = x'q and using the property of the A function given by Heisenberg & Pauli (1929a, equation (64) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) in which the various T ana T operators all commute with one another. I f the number of particles is indeterminate, the right-hand side of (2*18) must be summed for all values of u. If the states a and 6 are the same and the wave functions are properly normalized, the integrand in (2*18), including the coefficient (4 n i)-™ ,gives the probability of there being u particles in the neighbourhoods of the points x',x", ...,x M , per unit volume of each neigh bourhood. Corresponding to (2-9), equation (2-15) must be generalized to
in which a, 6,..., z denotes some permutation of 1, + 2 ,..., and the summation is over all such permutations.
One can proceed to set up the relativistic analogue of the fundamental transformation (2*3). Introducing a set of variables £x, one for each point in space-time, and assuming the transformation function <£|x'x\..x«> = This shows that the £x are not all independent, as is to be expected physically.
The lack of independence of the £x prevents one from giving a direct meaning to d/d£,x. One can, however, get an operator to play the part of the absorption operator by taking the adjoint £* to £x in the x representation. With the help of (2*22) and (2* 19)
where xa,x 6, ...,x 2 denotes some permutation of x ',x ", ...,x M and the sum mation is over all such permutations. The sum in (2-24) may be replaced by This result rn^ay be regarded as the analogue in second quantization of the result (2-15) for a single particle. The above relativistic theory for spinless particles of zero rest-mass may easily be extended to apply to photons. The wave function for a single particle must be made into a 4-vector with components corresponding to the four components of the electromagnetic potential. The 4-vector wave function may be considered as a function of the four coordinates x and of another variable fi taking on the four values 0,1, 2, 3, and may be written <x/(|). The ii here is not a suffix attached to x, but is an independent variable, which is written in the lower position to express th at the whole function ( x |) is subject to the contravariant law under Lorentz transformations, and which may be raised by the usual rule <x/'|> = ^< X PJ>.
(2-29) * The multiplication rule (2*14) must be extended to <a|6> = -gr/"'(47ri)-1J<a|x/<>(rI -r ) < x J,|6>da;, in which the -sign is inserted with g> tv for convenience, so as to give a factor + 1 for ju, and v equal to 1, 2 or 3. Similarly, (2-15) must be extended to
In a corresponding way the wave function for u particles must be made into a tensor of rank u and may be written (x'flx" ...x "|), in which the ..., r are independent variables from the x 's. I t must satisfy the symmetry condition th at it remains unchanged when any permutation is applied to the x 's and the same permutation to fi, v , r. The multiplication rule (2-18) must be extended to (a|6> = ( -4t ri)-f f < a |x ;< ...
x?> ( T -F ) ('I'1 '-F ) ... (T»-F )
The further development of these extensions is obvious and need not be mentioned in detail. The result is th a t the emission operator becomes a 4-vector £x/t, and satisfies with its adjoint in the x^ representation the com mutation relation = M^A(X-x'), corresponding to (2*28).
To establish a connexion between the present theory of photons and the quantum electrodynamics of the end of Appendix I, one must put m^x ) = m n * , ,n^x ) = so as to make the commutation relation (1-33) go over into (2-33). The wave function \Jr of Appendix I, which is of the form of a power series in the variables may now be identified with <£|>. The interpretation of xjr that one would expect from the rules of non-relativistic quantum mechanics, namely, th a t \i/r\2 gives the probability of the variables M^x) having specified values, is no longer applicable. Instead one must work from (2*4) suitably modified to fit in with the Gordon-Klein expression for the probability for one particle. One may make a Fourier resolution of the £ and replace the continuous range of Fourier components by a discrete set. The wave function then becomes a power series in £ variables referring to the Fourier components and its coefficients will give, according to the formula (3-24) of Appendix III, the probabilities of there being various numbers of photons in various momentum states, some with positive and some with negative energy. These probabilities are then to be re-interpreted, in accordance with one of the fundamental assumptions of the text, as the probabilities of various photons having been emitted or absorbed.
The real dynamical variables M^x) appear in the present theory as operators (P&)* £x/t which are not self-adjoint. This marks a departure from one of the usual rules of quantum mechanics. However, the Hamiltonians are self-adjoint in the limit A -> 0, since from (1*39) and (1*36) they involve the field variables only through the linear combination Af^(x) + N^x) or £x" + £x/t. This result is sufficient to ensure the conservation law-th a t if the wave function is initially normalized it always remains so-and makes the existence of other real dynamical variables not corresponding to selfadjoint operators unimportant.
Appendix III. The transformation connecting the TWO FORMS OF QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS
The new form of quantum electrodynamics set up in Appendices I and II and the old form of Heisenberg & Pauli (amended by the introduction of the X limiting process) involve two different representations of the same set of operators describing the electromagnetic field, and one can discuss the transformation from one of these representations to the other on the lines of the general transformation theory of quantum mechanics. One cannot, as before mentioned, carry out the transformation for solutions of the wave equations, since such solutions in the old representation contain divergent integrals, but one can carry it out for other representatives of states of the field of a sufficiently general kind to make the methods of the transformation theory applicable.
I t is convenient to work with the Fourier components of the various field quantities. W ith the new form of quantum electrodynamics, the emission operator satisfies (2*23) and its Fourier resolution is like th a t of the wave function representing a single photon and reads where the 2 means a summation over both values ± *J{k\ + k\ + k\) for k0, as in equation (12). The Fourier coefficient introduced by (3*1) is defined only for k 2 = 0, and is the operator of emission of a photon with energy and momentum given by the 4-vector k h .Similarly the Four the absorption operator £* reads where £k/t, the adjoint of £k/(, is the operator of absorption of a photon with energy and momentum M . The commutation relation (2*33) connecting £X /i an<I £*/i leads to the following commutation relation connecting f k and H
The potentials
A M occurring in the Hamiltonians are, according to (1*36) and (2-34), in the limit X->0, with /?k/t, which are defined only for positive kQ , commuting with ak/i, a k/t and satisfying the commutation relation Ak/t AkV" Akv Ak/t = ~ QftvK^iki -k[) S(k2-k'2) 8(kg -kg). Comparing (3*7) with (3*4) and (3*9) with (3'6) one finds, for 0,
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V2 £k/t k f i >V^k "b £k/t' 1 (3* Ak/t = " £-k/t-£k/i> /*V = £k/i + £-k/r / I t should be remembered here th a t the bar denotes the conjugate complex of a dynamical variable and the star denotes the adjoint of an operator, which are two different things in the present theory. From equations (3* 11), one sees th a t ak/l = aj^ and ftkfl = The wave function in the new theory is a function of the £k/t and £_kjU (keeping k0 > 0), and in the old theory it is a function of the akfl and of certain variables of the B field, which may conveniently be taken to be the ftk/l. where, if we take the case of fi = 1, 2 or 3, c is some positive The £, £ representation, or any representation of the type of the £ repre sentation introduced in Appendix II, is of a more general kind than the usual representations of quantum mechanics, since the variables £, £ occurring in the wave functions do not correspond to self-adjoint operators.
In dealing with such a representation one must therefore refer back to first principles. The £, £ representation is defined so as to make the representative of £ or £ times any |) equal the representative of th at |) multiplied by the £ or £ variable, respectively, thus <ITISI> = £ < £ n>, <«TICI> = r<ITI>- apart from a constant factor, which may be taken to be unity without essential loss of generality. The law of multiplication of representatives must now be chosen so as to make the (E, £ |given by (3*19) play the p art of the unit m atrix.
It is easily seen th a t this condition is fulfilled if one takes the product of <a|£*'£*'> and <£'£'[&> to be <a|6> = £r Sr <a|£*'£* '><£T|&>, (3-20) where the symbols Sg, S r denote certain kinds of summation defined as follows.
If/(£*) and g{£) are two power series in £* and £ respectively, so th a t /(£ * ) = f n Z * \ «ben S sM * ) g(£) = S -=0c^ \fngn. this being the quantity whose sum over all m and n must be put equal to unity to normalize the wave function. The form (3-24) is a generalization of (2-4), arising on account of the c and -c on the right-hand sides of the commutation relations (3-13). I t gives a negative probability for an odd number of photons having been absorbed, in agreement with what is stated in the text. 
